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'Ancient Blue Book'

Miller Notes Importance DiploiTl Of t Concludes
of Dead sea Scroll Find! Conference Series
By DOROTHY SIBLEY

"The backdrop of the staging of the first act of the
Christian drama has been recovered," stated Dr. James V.
Miller referring to the discovery of the Dead Sea scrolls in
a chapel address on Monday.*
Dr. Miller highlighted the his- literature passed through many
tory of the scrolls. Sacred to a hands until St. Mark's monascommunity of ascetics who lived tery and the Hebrew University
on the western side of the Dead obtained them.
Sea. the scrolls were hidden in
Yet there seems to be no
caves in the cliffs for safe keep- doubting their authority. Tested
ing.
in respect to script and scientific
Goatherd Discovers Relics
analysis of the fragments, their
Discovered in 1947 by a young authenticity as dating from 200
Bedoin goatherd, the scraps of B.C. to 200 A. D. holds true.
metal, linen, coins, and ancient They corroborate older stories of
finding scripture in jars.
Include 11 Scrolls
The 11 scrolls form six pieces
of literature. The book of Isaiah,
a commentary on Habakkuk, an
Henry F. Holland
order of discipline for the QumChairman Ronald Spicer has ran community, a commentary
announced plans for the annual on Genesis, poems of the war of
freshman discussions from 7-10 the sons of light and darkness,
p. m. Thursday, November 14 in and thanksgiving songs number
among them, Dr. Miller exvarious professors' homes.
He has also explained that plained.
"Tales of Hoffmann," the secfreshmen will receive cards from
The ideas contained in the
ond CA movie of the y"ear, will
their group leaders early next scrolls are similar to those of
be shown at 6:30 and 9 p. m. Friweek indicating in which discus- monastic groups in that the
day in the Filene Room.
sion group they will participate. Qumran community was typified
The film, in technicolor, is an
The cards will note the time and by chastity, poverty, and obediadaptation of the opera-ballet by
place where the group is to meet ence. Members studied the laws
a
™A~„~t~~*'.~S"
"J'T" ' .7"\ Jacques Offenbach. It features
and will also indicate which pro- and
scriptures, prepared for the ... ,
, ., .
~
««j ~t «.IJ
,. the talents of Moira Shearer,
1L
fessor will serve as host.
end of the world with
a cyclic T
. , ,,
„ , . „
„i~„,
u;„.
* ,i
, the
,, I Leonide
view t„
to history,
andJ followed
.„
...Massme,
„
, Robert
-.,,. RounseInclude Many Topics
,
„
ville, the Royal Philharmonic
O,.o™.o„ „* „ IUA.
example
of
a
"right
teacher."
L.
.
*.
r.
.
„.
Discussion topics will include
Orchestra conducted by Sir
social activities on the campus,
A controversy over the possi- j Thomas Beecham, and the foracademic problems, clubs and bihty that Jesus of Nazareth may , mer Sadler-S WeUs Chorus,
major campus organizations, and have belonged to this group has [ Times Recommends Film
the college in general. Students arisen as a result of this MediIn writing of the colorful fan(Continued on page three)
(Continued on page two)
tasy, the New York Times' critic

Spicer Releases
Annual Frosh
DiscussionPlans

Latin-American Expert Holland
Speaks Tomorrow In Chapel
Former Assistant Secretary of
State for Inter-American Affairs,
Henry F. Holland, expert on
Latin America, will be the featured guest at the fourth and
final session of the 1957 Bates
College - Lewiston-Auburn Conference at 8 p. m. tomorrow in
the Chapel.
Long interested in Latin American affairs, he was a lawyer prior
to his appointment to the State
Department. He is familiar with
the problems of these countries.
During his travels throughout
Latin America he maintained a

CA Commission Presents
Tales Of Hoffman'Friday
called it "a rare and thrilling
fusion of pantomime, music, and
dance. The decor is incredibly
magnificent."
The British film uses technicolor not as mere decoration but
as an integral part of the film
to help create moods and set the
pace.
Considered "Spectacular"
"Tales of Hoffmann," a light,
carefree story, is perhaps the
most "spectacular" film that the
CA Film Series has presented to
date. The regular admission
fee of 25 cents will be charged.

Frosh Women Pledge Obedience Seniors Conduct
To Stu-G Social Honor Svstem Pre-Colby Rally
Candlelight Ceremony *
Completes Orientation
In the traditional candelight
ceremony Sunday night the women of the freshman class
signed the Student Government
Honor Pledge Book.
Stu-G members marched into
the Chapel and sat behind the
table which held the pledge
book. Following introductions of
the Stu-G members, President
Karen Dill explained the honor
system to the incoming freshman
women.
Extends Welcome
With the signing of their names
to the book the girls pledged
themselves to maintain and live
by the honor code. Miss Dill then
welcomed the freshmen as "fullfledged" Bates women. The ceremony closed with a singing of
the Alma Mater and other Bates
songs.
Prof. D. Robert Smith accompanied the singing on the Chapel
organ as well as playing for the

Stu-G President Karen Dill looks on as Joan Mickelson (1.)
and Sara Kinsel sign Honor Code.
(Photo by Blunda)
—^
*
processional and recessional. members and housemothers were
Edith Wurm was chairman for present for the installation. As in
this Freshman Installation.
past years, the freshmen say that
Become Part Of Bates
the ceremony made them feel
Upperclass
women,
faculty that they really belong to Bates.

On Rand Field

centinuing interest in civic and
professional groups and organizations promoting inter-American
interest and interchange.
Serves Embassy
He was graduated from' Law
School of the University of Texas
with LL.B. degree in 1936. He
holds a bachelor of arts from the
University of the South, Sewanee Tenn., in 1933. In 1929, he was
graduated from the Sewanee Military Academy, also in Sewanee.
From 1942 to 1945 he served at
the American Embassy at Mexico City. At that time he served
as special assistant to the counselor of embassy for economic
affairs and as labor attache.
Joins Law Firm
Holland resigned his position
with the state department in
1S56 and became associated with
the law firm of Anderson and
Roberts of New York City. He
became senior partner in the
firm of Roberts and Holland
when Robert Anderson was
named Secretary of the Treasury.
Dr. Ernest P. Muller, associate
professor of history, will introduce the speaker.

Phillips Favors
Added Defense
Spending Policy
Although we must increase our
expenditures for intercontinental
missiles, government spending in
other areas can be reduced, President Charles F. Phillips informed a joint meeting of the Gardiner Lions and Rotary Clubs
Monday evening.
"Despite the $2.6 billion we
will spend this year on our missile program," said President
Phillips, "Russia's Sputnik indicates that we must put still larger
sums into this program in the
years ahead.

In anticipation of the last football game of the season, the seniors are holding a rally at 9:30
p. m. Friday night at Mount
David.
The parade will start at 9:15,
circle the campus, and gather
near the tennis courts of Rand
field where cheering, music, and
original skits will be introduced Freedom Depends On Winner
by a senior master of ceremonies.
"Whether we like it or not, we
Head Committee*
are locked in a scientific race
Sandra Johnson, Kenneth Har- with Russia and our very freeris, John Carbonne, Catherine dom may depend upon who wins
Jarvis, Benedict Mazza, and this race.
"At the same time," he conothers are collaborating on the
skit. Publicity is being handled tinued, "we must recognize that
by Judith Frese, and Karen Dill. large increases in defense spendOther committee members in- ing without reductions in other
clude John Lovejoy, Harry Ben- parts of the budget will lead to
nert, David Stewart, William further inflation.
Huckabee, John Fresina, Muriel Must Seek Reductions
Wolloff, Jayne Nangle, Patricia
"Consequently, as Congress auCarmichael, Barbara Madsen, thorizes additional spending for
and ane Anderson. Carbone and missiles it must also find places
Joanne Trogler are serving as co- where the budget can be rechairmen.
duced."
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CA Cabinet Chooses New OC Urges All Jackman Explains Idea Of
To Attend
'Enlightened Self-Interest'
Dormitory Representatives Frosh
Its Open House
The
Christian
Association
Cabinet has announced its selection of dormitory representatives
for the coming academic year.
The representatives who are the

Dill Announces
Freshman Hours
Student Government President
Karen Dill has announced the
hours which freshman women
will have now that they have
completed Freshman Rules. They
will be allowed 9:30 p.m. permission daily with one 10 p. m.
permission each week.
Midnight will be the deadline
on Saturday nights. These hours
will apply until spring vacation,
at which time freshmen change
to sophomore rules.

link between the student body
The Outing Club will hold its
and the CA will collect money for
annual open house from 7:15the World University Service.
9:30 p.m. tonight in Chase Hall.
Chosen this year from among All freshmen who are interested
upperclass women are Carolyn in the Outing Club are urged to
Sheehan, Chase House; Mary
attend.
Olive Spiller, Cheney; Elizabeth
The open house is designed to
Anson, Frye; Joan Galambos, give the freshman an opportunHacker; Joan Childs, Milliken;
ity to become acquainted with
Priscilla Sen u mm rick, Mitchell;
the Outing Club, its council
Mary Ann Burdett and Daphne
members, its purposes, and its
Scourtis, New Dorm; Elizabeth
functions. In addition, this open
Burrill, Wilson; Marion Mears,
house will be the only chance
Whittier; Beverly Eisnor and
the council members will have to
Betsey Gray, Rand Hall.
meet the freshmen before they
Represent Men's Dormitories
select freshman representatives
Representing the men's dormi- to the council.
tories are Dwight Haynes, Smith Shows Slides
South; Richard Larson, Smith
Outing Club President Damon
Middle; Phillip Snell, Sniith Dustin will show colored slides
North; David Burnett and Robert of some of the Outing Club acAllen, Roger Williams Hall; Alan tivities of the past.
Coykendall, John Bertram; Fred
The evening will conclude
Greenman, West Parker; and By- with refreshments of cocoa and
ron Haines, East Parker.
cake.

Thanks Sophomores
At the Wednesday evening
meeting of Stu-G, Miss Dill
thanked the sophomores tor
keeping Haze Day in the spirit
in which it was intended.
Interdorm sports were discussed. Hope was expressed that
student participation and spirit
An increase in the student acwould increase.
tivity fee to be combined with
Consider Banquet Theme
the George Colby Chase Lecture
The theme for the formal Fund was discussed by the StuChristmas banquet was also con- dent Council in its regular
sidered.
Wednesday evening meeting.

By HOWIE KUNREUTHER

"Virtue is nothing more than
enlightened self-interest," declared Dr. Sydney W. Jackman in
a talk given in Chapel Friday
morning.
Throughout life one does
things because they are useful
to him. Therefore anything that
is good denotes acts which are
beneficial to him as an individual and not necessarily to society, he explains.
Illustrates Point
In presenting his theory, the
history professor spent most of
his speech enlarging on his original point with illustrations and
examples. One obeys the law not
because he believes it, but in
order to keep out of the policeman's way. People juggle their
income tax because it is to their
enlightened self-interest.

College is no exception to this
rule, asserted Jackman. "A man
gets a university or college degree because it is worth money
to him." Women aren't here primarily to learn, since education
vorable reaction to the suggesdoesn't do them any good. Howtion.
ever, college does provide a
Discuss Make-Up Policy
place for co-eds to get a husband
"The council discussed several who will be respected in socomplaints made as to the neces- ciety.
sity of making up physical education periods missed due to illness. Willard Callender agreed
to interview Dr. Lloyd Lux as to
Miss Betty Hempstead, a forthe rationale behind the policy. mer short term missionary and
Other items of business in- now a teacher in Auburn, will
cluded making final arrange- speak to the Wesley Club Sunments for the rallies and buses day evening. Her subject will be
going to the Bowdoin and Colby "India Calling."
football games.
Members will meet at 7 p. m.
in front of the Hobby Shop.

Stu-C Considers Increase
In Cultural Activity Funds

Monday Chapel

A report of the George Colby
Chase Lecture Committee suggested that the increase in the
fee be added to the lecture fund
to provide enough money to attract top-notch speakers for the
series. Feeling that this would
help to overcome the cultural
lag which is often evident on the
campus, the Council gave a fa-

(Continued from page one)
terranean find. Dr. Miller takes
the negative side as there is little New Testament theology
ascribed to, members did not mix
with society, no redeemer existed, and women were excluded.
These scrolls aid scholars in
understanding basic Judaism and
Christianity as they reveal more
of the sectarian nature of JudaDEMOCRATIC CLUB
ism and life in those times. Dr.
Edward
Pert, secretary of the
Miller labeled them "The AnMaine
State
Democratic Party,
cient Blue Book."
will speak to the Democratic
Club at 4 p. m. tomorrow afternoon in Room 11, Libbey Forum.
Plans for attending the DemTonight
ocratic State Convention in WaOuting Club Open House, terville will also be discussed.
Chase HaU, 7:15-9:30 p.m.
All interested students are inCA Vespers, Chapel, 9-10 p.m. vited.
Tomorrow
Fall Conference — Henry Hol- GOULD POLITICAL AFFAIRS
"Egypt and Israel," a fullland, Chapel, 8 p.m.
length
Edward R. Murrow film
Friday
CA Movie, Pettigrew Hall, on the Middle East situation will
be shown at the Gould Political
6:30 and 9 p.m.
Football Rally, Mount David, Affairs Club meeting on Tuesday
evening. The movie will start at
9:30 p.m.
6:45 p. m. in the Filene Room,
Saturday
Pettigrew Hall, so as to be over
Bates vs. Colby, Waterville, in time tor students to attend
1:30 p.m.
their 8:30 p.m. club meetings.
Record Hop, Chase Hall, 8SOCIOLOGY CLUB
11:45 p.m.
Tuesday
Joseph Saviagnano of the AuClub Night
burn Police Department and
head of the Police Athletic
League will speak to the Myhrman Sociology Club.

Calendar

Chapel Schedule

A Seventeenth Century oil
painting by the French painter
Jean Marc Nattier has been presented to the college by Mr. and
Mrs. Charles A. Schmutz of
Great Neck, L. I., N. Y.
The subject of the painting
"Madame Adelaide" was a
daughter of Louis XV and an
aunt of Louis XVI. She was a
favorite subject for Nattier.

Hold Hymn Sing
Judson Fellowship will entertain the residents of the Lewiston City Farm with a period of
hymn singing and socializing
Sunday.
Members will meet at 7 p. m.
at the parsonage for transportation and return there for evaluation and refreshments.

Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6645
Sons Graduate
We specialise in
Madame Adelaide is presented
BIRTHDAY CAKES
in a waist length view seated in
and
a gold embroidered, rose pink
PASTRIES OF ALL KINDS
stomacher dress with lace sleeves
For Parties
and ermine lined velvet mantle.
Delivery Upon Request
She is facing the observer. Her
54 Ash Street
powdered hair is embellished
with pink ribbons.
The painting is on display in
the Fine Arts wing of Pettigrew
Hall. Mr. and Mrs. Schmutz's
sons, Charles and Roger, gradu- Thurs., Fri„ Sat.—
ated from Bates in 1957 and
1954 respectively.

STRAND

Ritz Theatre

Music Room

Compares Governments
To illustrate this point Dr.
Jackman discussed our idea of
government. "We consider government good if it does what we
want it to do for us. Therefore
we make a moral judgment that
the Soviet Union's form of rule
is bad because it doesn't meet
our concept of government."
"There is no such thing as altruism," the speaker declared.
He backed up this statement
with the argument that there
are very few virtuous acts committed when no one is present. If
they are done privately it is only
"to enhance your ego and make
you feel more secure in relation
to society."
Makes Suggestions
In conclusion the professor
made several suggestions and
constructive comments. Don't allow yourself to do things which
you feel are "good" unless you
believe in what you are doing.
"You must be realistic with
yourself. If you follow a certain
course be sure you know why
you are pursuing it."

Gibbs Girls Get
the Top Jobs

DRAPER'S
BAKERY

"Quantez"
"Lady Of
Vengeance"

The meeting will be held at
Wednesday and Thursday
8:30 in Room 3, Libby Forum.
Yul Brynner
Deborah Kerr
President Paul Bernholdt re"THE KING AND I"
Sun., Mon„ Tues., Wed.—
quests all members to please Ingrid Bergman
Yul Brynner
"
ANASTASIA
"
bring dues.
Friday and Saturday
STUDENT EDUCATION
William Holden Mona Freeman
"STREETS OF LAREDO"
ASSOCIATION
Bowery Boys
"CONQUEST OF SPACE"
The Student Education AssociSunday to Tuesday
ation will hold its November Jerry Lewis
Martha Hyer
"DELICATE DELINQUENT"
2-4 p. m. meeting Tuesday evening at LewMitchum Deborah Kerr
2-5 p.m. iston High School. Members will Robert
Rory Calhoun
"HEAVEN KNOWS.
7:30-9:30 p.m. meet at 6:45 p. m. at Chase Hall.
Ann Francis
MR. ALLISON'

Friday
Dr. T. P. Wright, Jr.
Monday
The Bates College Band
Wednesday
•
Rabbi Burton L. Tadall

Tomorrow
Sunday
Monday

Art Exhibit Displays
Schmutz Family Gift:
17th Century Painting

Seeks Real Reasons
Women also go to college
chiefly because it is fashionable
to do so. The students enjoyed
the speaker's comment that
"your family sends you to college mainly because there is
nothing for you to do at home."
Even in the field of religion
this idea of virtue operates.
Many people go to church every
Sunday, not because they believe
in it, but in order to enhance
their status and social position.
On the highest level, moral action is based upon what appeals
to your own interest.

"Looking For
Danger"
"Hired Gun"

Special Course for College Womes
Residences. Write College Dean
for GIBBS GIRLS AT WORK.

Katharine

GIBBS
SECRETARIAL

S0ST0N 16, 21 Mulborouih St PROVIDCNCE 6.156 Ann! a
DEW YORK 17. 230 Park A... MONTCLAIJL NJ. 3J ftnm* «

NOW
EMPIRE
- * *■* ^PLAYING

yrone I
Mel FERRER - trrol FLYNN
Eddie ALBERT
DARRYL F.
tRNlST
INGWAfS

Urn
fiWHAttfc
VJSSts

SUN. - MON. - TUES.
RICHARD EGAN • MN STERLING,'
DAN DURYEA- JULIE ADAMS

Safe

?S»

»
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QuimbyListsMembers On
Freshman Debate Squad
|

As the result of recent tryouts,
nine candidates have been placed
on the freshman debating squad.
Prof. Brooks Quimby indicates
that there are still a few more
openings for freshmen and that
final tryouts will be held soon.
Those on the freshman squad
are Ronald Burke, Beverly Jacobson, John Marino, Neil Newman,,
Marjorie Sanborn, Jack Simmons, Harold Smith, Mary Stafford, and Robert Viles.
Participate In Tourney
On November 14, eight varsity
teams and alternates will journey

Frosh Discussions

to Bowdoin to participate in a
practice tournament of the Maine
colleges and the University of
New Hampshire.
The national collegiate topic
will be debated, Resolved: that
the requirement for membership
in a labor organization as a condition of employment should be
illegal.
Represent Bates
Bates teams representating the
affirmative are: Richard Dole
and King Cheek, Mary-Ellen
Crook and John Lawton, Stephen
Hotchkiss and Malcolm MacBain, Mary Stafford and Neil
Newman.
Speaking for the negative side
are: Willard Martin and Everett
Ladd, Joanne Trogler and David
Danielson, David Easton and
Robert Solomon, Ronald Burke
and Marjorie Sanborn, and Jack
Simmons.

(Continued from page one)
will be free to bring up any topic
they wish during the evening.
Upperclassmen will act as leaders, offering suggestions on topics
discussed, but emphasis is placed
on freshman participation.
CA Sponsors
Refreshments will be served
by the host professors and their
wives.
Approximately 50 students parFreshman discussions are sponsored by the Christian Associa- ticipated in the Halloween party
and dance held Saturday night
tion.
in Chase Hall following the
Bates-Bowdoin game.
Entertainment was varied.
William Huckabee conducted a
The adjusted schedule for
magic show, assisted by MargarSaturday's classes is as folet Rogers and Roger Allen.
lows:
7:45-8:25
Win Contests
8:30-9:10
The apple-on-a-string catching
9:15-9:55
contest was won by Edith Wurm
10:00-10:40
and Elvin Kaplan, '57. Denise
10:45-11:25
Robinson and James Wylie won
Students are asked to
the marshmallow - on - a - string
watch bulletin boards for
contest.
the adjusted lunch schedules.
Loretta Novim and Roger Al-

Students Win Prizes
At Chase Hall Dance

Adjusted Schedule

Freeman Captivates Audience In
Expressive Piano Performance
By CATHY JARVIS

Students Submit
Creative Fiction
For Competition
In an effort to encourage young
men and women to write worthwhile book-length fiction, the
Thomas Y. Crowell Co. is sponsoring a novel contest for college students.
A cash award of $2500 and
publication of the manuscript
will be awarded the winner. In
addition, standard royalties will
be paid. A further cash award
of $500 will be given to the literary magazine of the college attended by the winner.
List Qualifications
Contestants are limited to undergraduate or graduate students, not more than 25 years
old, attending an American college or university.
Manuscripts must be at least
70,000 words long and may be
submitted any time between October 1, 1957, and October 1,
1953.
Judge Entries
Queries and entries should be
sent to Contest Editor, Thomas
Y. Crowell Co., 432 Fourth Ave.,
New York 16, N. Y.
len presented an exhibition of
the waltz and the lindy.
Dr. Peter P. Jonitis served as
chaperone. The program was
sponsored by the Chase Hall
Dance Committee.

Stan Freeman, the very talented young man introduced by
Prof. D. Robert Smith at Thursday's Bates College - Lewiston-Auburn Conference, filled all the expectations encouraged by his advance notices. *braceable You," and "Liza" —
Playing for over two hours was his first selection.
and coming back for three en- Wins Audience Imagination
cores, Freeman had his audience
Feet in the audience were
with him all the way. With his tapping out his
infectious,
first offering, he established a rhythmical interpretations of hit
warm contact with his audience. songs by Rogers and Hammerstein. One of the many high
Presents Classical, Satirical
points during the evening was
His program was divided into his treatment of "Dinah" a la
two sections with the first illus- Mozart, Strauss, Souz», and rock
trating his capabilities as a and roll.
Original compositions by the
classical performer and the second showing his sense of humor humorist were also featured.
and his mastery of satire — a "The Alaska Waltz" and "Merry
satire that includes a deep truth. Minuet" were among the many
songs that delighted his audience.
In works by Mozart, Chopin,
Debussy, and Liszt, he showed Furnishes Ray Of Hope
As one of his encores, he
a thorough knowledge of the
mechanics of the works while at wove a rhapsody from audience
the same time he brought out all requests, ranging from "Home
the expression and lyrical quali- on the Range" and the "Maine
Stein Song" to Sibelius' "Valse
ties each offered.
Triste."
Shows Contrasts
Freeman furnished a definite
Building gradually to a cli- ray of hope in Bates' cultural
max, a few minutes later he desert.
would quickly change to a soft,
caressing tone of the moonlight
in "Clair de Lune" or the light
drizzle of "Gardens in the
Students are reminded that
Rain."
today is the last day thai the
Bates College Directory will
In the second portion, Freeman
be on sale in the Bookstore.
switched to an informai, chatty
After today they will no
manner, presenting distinctive
longer be available for the
arrangements of popular songs.
sum of 35 cents. Remember.
A medley of Gershwin tunes —
Sadie Hawkins is coming up
"Fascinating Rhythm," "Somethe 16th of November.
one to Watch Over Me," "Em-

College Directory

SOTER-WMSTCW

YOU'LL FIND WE NEW CRUSH-PROOF BOX UTTERLY Cf/ARMtMG, TOO!

*}

K. I. DETNOIDS TOMCCO CO..
niasroii-SitLEM.il. c.
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Editorials

VCK

Voodted

Pleasant sights on campus last
weekend . . . Gene Taylor, '56,
El Kaplan, '57, and Bud GardiAs campus clubs plan their Tuesday night meetings the ner, '57.
complications of attempting to prepare interesting programs
Time io get up! One Bates
bring to mind a problem recently discussed by the Campus
coed found it necessary lo
Relations Committee and in student government and dormitake an alarm clock with her
on Saturday night. Reason:
tory meetings.
so that she wouldn't overThe long-standing policy of one "club night" per month
sleep and return to her dorm
with two meeting times on that night has been attacked by
after 1 a. m.
various groups. Although an attempt has been made, in the
Wonder if the seniors found
light of student interests, to schedule meeting times so that the new cultch exam slogan helpthey will not conflict, many students find they cannot attend ful Thursday. Tycho would be
the clubs of their choice. Time is at a premium during these grateful for the recognition.

Traditional Tuesday?

meetings. Both speakers and members feel rushed as they
attempt to jam a business meeting and a program into
slightly over an hour?
Purpose Defeated
The "club night" policy is designed to limit students to
two clubs to control the time spent in extracurricular activities. However, the larger clubs on campus meet not only
on a different night of the week but also every week, occupying a great deal of their officers' and members' time.
Furthermore, many are occupied with the activities of
"groups" which meet at other times but which are not recognized by the college as "clubs." These include both departmental and music organizations. Thus the attempt to
control the number of activities in which a student participates by limiting the number of "clubs" which he may attend is unsuccessful.
Extracurricular activities are as much a part of education
as courses. It is important that students be allowed to select
their own activities freely on the basis of their own interests. The budgeting of one's time to include both studies
and outside events is also part of one's education. Such arbitrary regulations are unnecessary.
Propose Solutions
Multiple "club night" — that is, having club meetings on
Tuesday nights but different weeks rather than the second
Tuesday only — would have some advantages. It would allow the student a wider selection of clubs. Under the present
situation the clubs which interest him may meet at one time,
while none of those at the other hour have any particular attraction to him. Only one meeting time each night would
allow for better programs in a more relaxed atmosphere.
This would give the students an opportunity to talk informally with the speaker rather than rushing off to another
place at the conclusion of his speech.
Even this suggestion is not wholly satisfactory, for it still
leaves the problem of obtaining speakers and arranging
special programs. If each club were allowed to set its own
meeting night, it could adapt its schedule to its own type
of program. A consistent schedule should be established, for
selection of dates on a meeting-by-meeting basis would be
impossible to manage and conflicts would be inevitable.
"Time For A Change"
The "time for a change" feeling is widespread among
campus organizations. The restrictive "club night" policy
has proven very unsatisfactory and its purpose has largely
been defeated. We hope that some action will be taken to
eliminate the unnecessary complications caused by the
present policy.

"Bates
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Weekly Make-Up Mania
Plagues STUDENT Editors

for instance, the freshman who
had to have explained to him
the meaning of the bold type inscription at the bottom of his
assignment slip' which read,
"What? When? Where? Why?
How?" at approximately 0200
It is approximately 4:15 one Sunday morning.
Wednesday afternoon. The booby
prize has just been awarded for Loses Article
the most glaring error in the
Then there was the sophomore
previous issue of the STUDENT. who, when told to slip his article
The staff members are sitting on underneath the door of the PA
the edge of their chairs. They office in Chase Hall by SaturHumorist Stan Freeman
are tensely awaiting the assign- day evening, quite promptly and
really got a Bates Halloween
efficiently slipped it under the
ment of next week's stories.
welcome — complete with
Who will be assigned Me Shoo door of the Assistant to the
bats and all. They seemed to
Makir's speech on "How to Tool President's office where it lay,
be enjoying the concert until
Better Bootstraps." Which lucky shiny white and unobtainable,
they were shown to the door.
guy will be chosen to follow up until Monday morning, despite
Didn't they have a ticket,
the "Madame" poetry contest, all the efforts of the hairpin and
Mr. Annett?
and who will cover the next skeleton key-wielding staff memWords for the week — Slaugh- away match of the drinking bers.
ter Colby.
By Sunday morning, however,
team?
most
of the stories are in.
Girls, don't forget to put
Obtain Assignments
on your best smiles while
Next comes the job of fitting
Those individuals who have
going through the dishline in
been fortunate enough to obtain the very short articles into huge
the morning.
assignments will do their stories, spaces, and trying to fit three
Fencing lessons may be ar- the staff hopes, by Saturday ten letter words into a headline
ranged free of charge. Place — morning so they can be proof- which only had room for two.
the libe. See Clark for details.
read Saturday afternoon. Thus This isn't easy, believe me!
Bates evacuated. Bowdoin
the make-up or lay-out sheets
But once these seemingly ininvaded. O, those rivers
can be done by Sunday morning. surmountable difficulties have
flowed drowning sorrows.
But somehow, even though we been ironed out, the STUDENT
Where was that ten-foot ghost, take all possible precautions, soon assumes the usual look of
Bob? Did it join the other goblins the paper always manages to end effortless writing and make up.
and witches the other night?
up with one or two absolutely Only a few really know how.
Bates prepared a welcome
out-of-it reporters. There was,
homecoming for the invasion
of the Venusians. Suggestions
Cathedral Bells
for these invaders — bring
When I hear them I forget
your own food, your own
Whether I am standing on the
booze and be prepared to
To the Charter Members of the
earth or in the sky.
share and share alike.
"St. Bernard Society of
If I hold out my hands to the
Thank you, Mr. Rowe, for your
Bates College":
music
announcements. You were cerI wish to express to you my Will a star crash through them?
tainly keeping up with the times.
sincere thanks for the rescue opDr. Jackman is right —
A star compounded of the sound
erations, carried on in my behalf
girls don't know how to cook.
on Monday evening, October 21, Forced through a white - hot
One freshman coed baked
prism,
on the heights of Mt. David,
some fudge; not in a pan,
while I was exploring outer Shattering into a rainbow of
but on a cover.
rhythm.
space for a glimpse of "sputnik"
Boys, how are your sisters?
and suffered a broken ankle.
— BONNIE
Stop wasting those apples.
I
do
not
know
all
of
you,
but
They make good target
I want you to know I deeply apshooters, especially for cars.
preciate the speedy first aid, the
How can we always be
Tell - tale marks — spotted
warm coats, the summoning of
cars and windows.
Or want to be
assistance, and the many kind
What others see
solicitations in the interest of my
comfort. You were terrific!
That isn't me.
Carl E. McAllister
— J. LOVEJOY
By TROLL
Rain again drives us out from
under the bridge, as Sunday, outwardly, is the wettest day of a
very wet weekend. Wet weekends remind us, logically enough,
of Bowdoin, which in turn reminds us to offer our congratulations to both the football and
the soccer teams. Their performance at Bowdoin Saturday just
goes to show what a difference
spirit can make.
Speaking of teams victorious
at Bowdoin we should also like
to congratulate the drinking
team which was there in full
force. This just goes to show
what a difference spirits can
make. While we're on the subject, we noticed some Bates student at the football game, fighting off the ague with an excellent type of Puerto Rican coffee
which helped to make conditions
in the wet stands bearable during that incredible typhoon.

Lists Comments
By a secret system of signals
Published weekly at Chase Hall, Bates College, during the college year. Tel known only to ourselves, we re4-8821 (Sundays only). Printed at the Auburn Free Press, 09 Main Street ceived word from the infirmary
Auburn. Entered as second-class matter at the Lewlston Post Office Jan 30
1913, under the act of Mar. 3, 1879. A member of the Associated Collegiate Press'
(Continued on page five)

(How many of you know how
this paper is put together? Well,
if you don't, read this article and
find out how we manage to mess
up eight pages of news, sports,
and features every week.)

Letter To
St. Bernard Society

Faculty Consultant — Dr. John C. Donovan

What degree are you here for... A.B., B.S., or Mrs.?
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Jazz Corner

New Orleans Jazz Brings
Show Blues And Ragtime
By JUDIE DeWITT
In the last article of this
series, we highlighted the activities of West Coast jazz. Here, we
are concerned with New Orleans,
the birthplace of the American
jazz medium.
Tracing back to the beginning,
we find that the Negro was
responsible for the first germ of
our jazz trend.
When the
French Colonial planters began
to import Dahomean slaves from
Haiti, they transplanted that
tribe's culture to New Orleans
which was then a French colony.
Evolves From Voodoo
They were a rhythmic tribe,
and at their fetishes and ceremonies expressed themselves in
their primitive voodoo music.
However, the transition to jazz
came with the blending of voodoo with the European music of
the French-Creoles.
This music developed into real
jazz and by the late 1800's such
men as Alphonse Picou, a Creole
clarinetist, Sidney Bechet, Kid
Ory, and Joe 'King' Oliver were
found on the scene. The music
of these men was either ragtime
or blues and was played by ear.

ville in 1897, jazz became a fulltime profession for some of the
first jazz musicians, whereas, before it had been a diversion and
an outlet. During this period a
new kind of jazzman was established — the solo pianist, such as
Morton.
Morton was responsible for the
transition from piano to jazzband; he gave jazz form and
substance when he formed his
seven-piece band, the "Red Hot
Peppers." This was Dixieland,
hot and wild, characterized by
such songs as "Sensation,"
"That's a Plenty," and "Muskrat
Ramble."
Achieves Acclaim
By definition, "Dixieland is
largely orchestral ragtime, formally simplified and rhythmically complicated."

"Cultch" Department Imports
Fresh Talent, Healy, From M.I.T.
By JOAN WILLIAMS
Hidden behind a stack of students' papers, Dr. George Healy
was found examining those miserable "quizzes."
The latest addition to the Cultural Heritage department, Healy
came to Bates from Massachusetts Institute of Technology
where he taught a similar course.
Since 1952, he has been donating
grains of culture to the world's
future scientists.
The MIT version of "Cultch,"
included in the Humanities department, is the only non-scientific course offered to freshmen
and sophomores. The four-semester edition covered a broader
field of education (even English
composition) but was not as intensive as our beloved version of Cultural Heritage instructor Healy corrects the latest
"Cultch." MIT students, as a "flunked quizzes."
whole, appeared more enthusiastic in the Humanities course than
Praises Educated Women
with the important task of socialwe Bates students.
A '48 graduate of Oberlin Col- izing the younger generation.
Co-ordinate Lectures
lege in Ohio, Dr. Healy complet- There you are, men, women do
Healy partially attributes the ed graduate studies in history at have a valuable reason for obstudents' reserved interest to the the University of Minnesota. His taining a college education!
overlapping of other liberal arts M.A. and Ph.D. were earned in
After teaching at a large insticourses. He has also observed 1952 and 1956, respectively.
tution for the past five years,
that freshmen and sophomores
As a scholar, Healy readily ac- Healy expresses a decided prefare comparatively more respon- cepts educated women as the erence for the small liberal arts
sive than the rather complacent transmitters of culture. While college. We are very happy to
juniors and seniors.
the man is tending to economic have Dr. Healy as one of the cogs
At present, Healy is observing occupations, mothers are left that makes our brains go around.
the amount of repitition between
"Cultch" and related courses.
This accomplished, he may better
supplement and coordinate his
lectures with other departments
to incite more class enthusiasm.

Louis Armstrong, another child
of the Crescent City, also shows
the influence of this era of jazz
in his music today. He raised
himself from the position of a
waif, roaming the back streets of
the city, to become today's International Ambassador of Jazz.
This, he achieved through the
magic of his trumpet playing
Challenges Gabriel
Buddy Bolden, "the first jazz which now possesses universal
musician of real stature whom acclaim.
anyone can recall," was import- Spreads Through U.S.
ant in the first stages of the deStoryville was closed down by
velopment of our medium. He the Secretary of the Navy during
"couldn't read a note and played World War I. This, however, was
the most powerful horn of all not a blow which crushed New
time."
Orleans jazz, but rather one
"Jelly Roll" Morton says of
which dispersed it throughout
Bolden: "He was the blowingest
the rest of the country. Riverman since Gabriel." He was at boats carried it up the river to
(Continued from page four)
his best when playing slow Chicago, and from there the jazz
blues such as "Careless Love."
the
other day. It consisted of a
spread to both ends of the
few cryptic comments which
Storyville Opens
country.
were as follows:
With the opening of StoryNo, New Orleans will not be
1 Good deeds are few and
forgotten by jazz enthusiasts, for
far between.
it is the Crescent City to which
2 Leaning on your elbows
we are indebted for jazz as we
in anticipation only gives
you bedsores on the elknow it today.
bows.
3 One's own judgment is
one's diagnosis here.
4 People become humble
when they are ill.
Campus Agents
5 Many a fine sense of humor
WAYNE KANE
goes unappreciated.
BILL HEIDEL
(THANK
YOU, MAX)
133 Lisbon - Corner Ash

Unite* 76e Sttdfc

Norris - Hayden
Laundry

Modern Cleaners

BERT COTE'S
Records
Sheet Music

100% VIRGIN

Orion Sweaters
All Colors - $4.50
DUNHAM'S ORIGINAL

Tyrolean Shoes
Ripple Soles - $13.50
100% Virgin Wool
NORWEGIAN SWEATERS
$6.75
YOU ALWAYS SAVE AT

SHARLAINE'S
Steckino & Sons
49 Main St.
Lewiston
Dial 2-8651

Products Inc.. Dial 4-7151
104 Washington St., Aub.
ON THE PORTLAND ROAD
Free Customer Parking

ATTENTION, STUDENTS!

Coed Relates Impressions
Of Vacation Trip Abroad

"An ocean voyage, a trip to
Europe and nearly all the thrills
of a lifetime crowded into three
short weeks" — such were the
impressions of the summer vacation of Bates co-ed Sally Dean.

i female counterparts were not the
exotic fashion plates seen in
magazines. "In contrast to the
men they are dowdy," she commented.

In the mind of this sophomore,
a completely new world opened
before her as her luxury liner
docked at Le Havre, France
last August.

As most American tourists,
Sally had nothing but praise for
the culinary art of the French.
Dishes she had not particularly
cared for at home took on a new
and delightful flavor of spices
and sauces.

Europeans Impress
Indeed the conventional things
such as seeing the Arc de Triomphe, the Louvre and Paris'
Left Bank were fine, but even
more impressive were the Europeans themselves.

French people appeared to her
Makes Observations
While on the subject of the in- to be romantic yet practical.
firmary, we have our own obser- They seem to make the most j>f
vation to make. Whether or not everything they have no matter
we can say it in honesty, we | how small. Space is so scarce .in
nevertheless will say that the in- France that, many times, gardaTis
firmary seems to be run on the have to be planted by the railsame principle as the old British road tracks.
workhouses, i.e., make conditions Contrasts Men
just bad enough so no one will
In. Europe, it was an experiwant to come here unless it is ab- ence to see entire families travsolutely necessary.
elling by bicycle; all dressed in
We should like to congratulate, the typical western-world style.
in preparation to asking for a
The Mediterranean man, with
loan, all those who were success- his delicate features, artistic
ful at the races at the Lewiston manner and sensitivity, was a
Fair Grounds. The envy we feel direct contrast to the American
for their fabulous success is ideal of virility. "It seemed,"
enough to make us retire under said Sally, "as if these perfumed,
the bridge muttering, "Bad luck, fastidious men might weep easyou terrible people!"
ily." She also noted that their

— MONIER'S TEXACO STATION —

THE BLUE GOOSE GRILL

Corner of Main and Russell Streets, offers these specials for you
(1)
LUBRICATION . . $1
(2) Oil and ALL other accessories 10% off

69 SABATTUS STREET

Compares Food, Fashion

Living up to her role of the
American woman abroad, Miss
Dean soon found her way to the
fashionable European dress
shops. She found the shop windows of France very charming
with their "elegant finery which
is far too expensive for the pocketbook of an average American."
Hears Rock 'n Roll
In London an air of pride and
dignity permeated the atmosphere. Contrary to popular opinion she found the English "a
very jolly people with a very
good sense of humor. They were
by far the most courteous people I met."
In Scotland, the last leg of her
trip, Sally ran into the most
Americanized fad of our transoceanic neighbors. In the first
little soda fountain she stopped,
Sally heard a loud juke box
blaring Elvis Presley's "Teddy
Bear" while teen-agers hopped
to a peculiar jive.
After Scotland it was home
again — the end of a whirlwind
trip which left a deep impression
upon our co-ed and helped her
to beter understand our friends
from the "Old World."

w
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Bobcats Near State Flag With Second
Rebounding Bears Tip Mules; jColbyLoOmS As Toughest Hurdle,'
The Black Bears from Orono, Bob Pickett ramming into the 1T!/111©S XlaVG V7O0Q IT EL SSI lL Of /"VTTcLC.K
dealt Colby's State Series title line.
The Bates College Bobcats will veteran Mike Farren. Al Rogan i juries for the Garnet in the Bowaspirations a crippling blow
Colby opened the scoring for
be
looking to take all the marbles and George Roden are a couple doin fracas. Guard Jim Geanawith a pair of point-after conver- the afternoon when they put tosions by John Theriault enabling gether a bruis.\ng 70-yard drive home with them this Saturday of other backs who have seen kos reinjured his shoulder late
them to edge the game Mules 14- midway through the first period. when they travel to Waterville plenty of action all season as has in the third period and co-captain Wayne Kane was shaken up
13 before a disappointed Home- Halfback Don Crowley ripped to take on the Colby Mules in halfback Pete Cavari.
Brown will have end Bob a couple of times and saw limited
coming Day crowd of 3,500 at through tackle for 17 yards to the the finale of State Series competition for the 1957 season.
Bruce as his chief passing target service but should be back in top
Waterville last Saturday.
Colby 47. On a perfectly exeWith two Series wins already and will get his protection from shape for the finale.
cuted
draw
play,
Farren
crashed
The rain-soaked Colby followunder their belts, the Garnet a veteran line. Operating from 'Cats Unveil Pass Defense
ers saw the visitors capitalize on up the middle for another 16 to needs this one to claim outright the tackle slots are Bruce FowThe Bobcats gave their rooters
a fumble early in the third pe- the Maine 33. Crowley picked up posession of the Series crown for ler and Jim Fox. Jim Redmond quite a boost by coming up with
another
first
down
on
the
20
and
riod and turn it into the winning
the second year in a row. A and Tow Walther are a pair of an effective pass defense. The
tally, then hang on to just barely two plays later went through left Colby win, on the other hand, capable guards and the Mules line was charging harder than
stave off a last minute surge by tackle to the 10. With talented would create a two-way tie for have a rugged center in the per- ever against the Polar Bears and
quarterback Mark Brown handthe h< me team.
son of Tom Connors.
the backs had every receiver
ing off, Crowley skirted right end the lead. And to make matters
Mules Lack Experience
even
more
confusing,
should
both
Bears Capitalize On Fumble
completely
covered. That pass defrom the seven for the tally at
This is a team that Colby has fense will get a good workout
Maine kicked off to Colby to 7:54. Jim Redmond supplied the Colby and Maine, which plays
open the second half and the key block at the line of scrim- Bowdoin, win, then there would been building for a couple of this weekend with Brown leadMules' Pete Cavari, attempting mage, and Brown kicked the be a three-way tie for the cham- years. Like the Bates squad they ing the Mule attack.
pionship.
lacked the vital experience but
So this is it. The finale and the
to catch tackle Harry Violette's extra point to make it 7-0.
have picked that up through this Bobcats get the nod from here as
Sport Two Wins
boot on the run, had the ball Moulton Leads Attack
On the esason, the Mules have season and chances are the Bob- they continue to improve and
bounce off his chest and into the
However, Maine knotted the
played
some fine ball even cats will teach them a thing or show that they have the drive
arms of Maine's alert center count in the second period, duand will to take their second
Charlie Eberbach on the Colby plicating Colby's 70-yard sus- though they have won but two two this weekend.
There was no really bad in- Series in a row.
23. It took the Bears 12 plays to tained march with halfback John games, beating Springfield, 6-0,
finally put it over, but they man- Welch bolting 15 yards off left and winning over Bowdoin in
aged to do so when sophomore guard at 6:10. Halback Vern their Series opener, 16-13, on the
back Jerry deGranpre dived over. Moulton was the key man in this strength of a fourth period field
Theriault completed his second drive, doing most of the carrying goal. They have also dropped
successful placekick
and
it
on the thirteen plays. He picked three contests. Brandeis took
proved to be a very decisive one. up first downs on his own 42 and their measure, 14-6, in the season
A powerful Colby team, sparked and Brad Garcelon to inside forMules Sport Tough Line
another on the Colby 32. Colby opener and the following weekCoach Bob Clifford's charges was penalized for roughing Pick- end Williams, one of the better by two foreign students on their wards. In this position they could
forward line and an experienced bring the ball upfield more often
showed that they were far from ett on a pass and the ball was New England small college footcenter halfback, managed, to to enable Skiotis, the team's
ball
teams,
was
pushed
all
the
finished in the fourth stanza as moved to the 15.
overpower
an
uncoordinated scoring punch, to get more shots
the powerful Colby line pushed
The weather hampered favored way before squeezing out a 26-19
Bates eleven, 2-0, last Wednes- at the goal.
victory.
Maine deep into its own terri- Colby as the slippery turf cut
Last Saturday, Maine put the day afternoon on Garcelon Field. Cats Show Well
tory. On the runback of the punt, their speed and Brown's passing
clamps
on any Colby dreams for
Colby appeared as a fast, danFrom the very beginning Bates
Mule halfbacks Al Rogan and was limited. Both lines turned in
George Roden engineered a nifty good performances. Bob Auri- outright Series honors with their gerous team with very accurate appeared to be the superior team,
reverse, with Roden taking it on emma starred defensively for narrow 14-13 win last week. The passing that seemed able to con- but was unable to score during
his own 45 and finally being Colby, with Rogan and Crowley Mules had one other game with trol the ball for most of the the first half of play, because of
brought down on the visitors' shining on offense. Pickett and Trinity cancelled during the flu game. It would not be an exag- Bowdoin's last minute sacrifice
39. Rogan on a keep play off right \ Theriault highlighted Maine's epidemic that hit New England geration to say that the game blocks. In the beginning of the
was played 90 per cent of the second half a beautiful cross by
tackle barreled his way to the defense, while Moulton and during the past month.
The Mules have shown through- time in front of the Bates goal. Buschman rolled across the Bow26 for a first down.
Welch ran well.
out the season that they have First Half Scoreless
doin goal mouth and a left tap by
The lineups:
A pass interference penalty
one of the best ball clubs that
Skiotis
put Bates ahead, 1-0.
Despite this fact, however, the
(13) Colby has come out of Waterville in
moved the ball to the 19. Rogan Maine (14)
Before
Bowdoin could recover,
Nelson,
le
le,
Bruce
Bates booters did hold Colby to
then hit Cavari in the right flat
the past few years. Playing a
Violette, It
It,
Fowler
Bates
was
pressing again and
a
scoreless
tie
during
the
first
for another first down on the Abbott, lg
lg, Redmond tough schedule, they have put
three
minutes
later, in a melee in
Maine 8. Mike Farren plunged Eberach, c
c, Connors the pressure on the opposition in half, thanks to the excellent goal front of the Polar Bear goal,
Sawyer,
rg
keeping
of
Art
Agnos
who,
rg, Walther every game even in losing. They
over from the one four plays
rt
rt, Fox
among other miraculous stops, Skiotis connected with a powerlater with a little more than four Tarazewicz,
Manson, re
re, Lavain pulled a big surprise in nipping blocked a penalty kick.
ful right to make it Bates 2, Bowminutes remaining in the game. Pickett, qb
qb, Brown Springfield and showed that
doin 0.
Thibodeau, lhb
The Bates defensive unit are
lhb, Crowley they have a balanced offense and
Sargent Misses Point
Moulton, rhb
rhb, Guriemma
also to be praised for a fine zone Polar Bears Retaliate
Bob Sargent, who ironically, Theriault, fb
fb, Farren defense that can tangle with the defense with the main burden
Then Bates relaxed a little
best in the region on pretty even
Maine
0 7 7 0—14
had kicked a field goal last week
while
Bowdoin intensified its efresting on Jeff Mines. However,
terms.
Colby
7 0 0 6—13
against Bowdoin which provided
forts. Their speedy right wing
it
appeared
that
the
defensive
Substitutions: Maine — De Brown Leads Attack
the winning margin, tried for the
backs were having trouble set- Barr scored from near to reduce
Grandpre, Rand, Carmichael,
Leading the Mule offense will
.tying point but it was wide to Bragg, Welch, Ellis, Pottle, Denting up the forward line, being Bowdoin's deficit in goals. Bates
be the deceptive Mark Brown,
the right. Maine left end Niles bow, Soper, Shimmin.
constanly harrassed by the hus- started moving again threatenColby — Rogan, Roden, Such- fast gaining prominence as one tling Mules. The Bates forwards ing, but five minutes later BowNelson charged in swiftly increasing the pressure on Sargent. ecki, Lucier, Shea, Orne, Sargent, of the best quarterbacks in New were easily fenced out as they doin's Clapp pushed the ball into
Bloom, Ramsey.
England. Doing the bulk of the
For all intents and purposes
TDs:
Maine — deGrandpre.
sought to break through the our goal. It appeared to everyrunning will be a couple of tricky
one in the game that the ball was
the game was oven then. Maine Colby — Crowley, Farren.
Colby defense.
PAT:
Maine — Theriault 2 halfbacks, Don Crowley and Bob Mules Superior
took Sargent's short kickoff and
pushed through the goal with his
(placekicks.
Colby — Brown Auriemma, both able to break
hands, but the argument which
killed the clock with quarterback (placekick).
There
is
no
doubt
that
Colby
away for the long gainer or plow
followed was to no avail.
for the short yardage. Running was the superior team. But the
This was bad for the booters'
Bobcats
had
one
big
opportunity
out of the fullback slot is the
to score in the first half when morale and to make things worse
forward Bud Baxter found him- Chandler, Bowdoin's inside right,
self all alone in front of the op- scored a little later to put BowDRY CLEANSING
posing goal. However, his hur- doin ahead 3 to 2.
SERVICE
ried shot was caught by the alert
The Bobcats, seeing their lead
goalie.
vanish and turning into a defeat
— Features —
Tel. 4-7326
The Bates booters next trav- started, played good soccer. The
Call and Delivery
eled to Bowdoin last Saturday pressure on Bowdoin's French
for a preliminary game with the goal keeper was terriffc. He dePolar Bears. Coach Joe Dowling flected two of Skiotis' shots into
decided to experiment boldly to corners, but just about two minTo Eat Here and to Take Out
give the Bates forward line the utes before the end of the game,
St nrvaif pg
power it so badly seemed to lack Leiberdt placed a beautiful left
Telephone 2-0701
College Agent, Barbara Farnum
in the Colby game. He decided kick in the corner to tie the
Corner Horton and Sabattua Streets
to move halfbacks Bob Leonard score. The game ended with a
3 to 3 tie, so the opponents
DELIVERY SERVICE FOR ORDERS OF $3.00 OR MORE
agreed to ten minutes overtime.
The exhaustion, nervousness,
and pressure was apparent on the
(Continued on page eight)

Bobcat Booters Rebound;
Lose To Colby, Top Bears

Luiggi's Pizzeria
Italian Sandwiches - Pizza - Spaghetti

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE
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Straight Win Over Polar Bears, 6-0
Garnet Harriers
Drop 20-39 Meet
To Polar Bears
The Bowdoin cross - country
team managed to salvage a win
in its busy homecoming sports
schedule by downing the Bates
harriers, 20-39, last Saturday
morning on the Brunswick Golf
Club course. The Polar Bear runners managed to have five scorers among the first seven men to
help offset, somewhat, the double
defeat of Bowdoin teams at the
hands of the football and soccer
teams.
Bob Packard, of Jefferson,
Maine, took individual honors
for the winners, winning in
20:34.7, approximately 22 seconds
of his teammate captain Dave
Young.
Smith It Third
Rudy Smith, well-known Bobcat speedster, was the first Garnet scorer, posting a third place,
with Dick Dube holding fifth
place.
This marked the final activity
for Coach Walt Slovenski's
charges until the thinclads open
their State title defense preparations this winter.
This is how they scored:
BOWDOIN: (20) — 1. Packard;
2. Young; 4. McGovern; 6. Miller; 7. Butchman; also, Bean,
Spicer, Chasse, and Page.
BATES: (38) — 3. Smith; 5.
Dube; 8. Randall; 11. Ricker; 12.
Kenyon: also, Whitemore, Froberg.
On Friday, November 8th,
at 6:30 p. m., there will be a
brief but important meeting
of all candidates for the varsity or junior varsity track
squads in the projection
room.
YOUR FAVORITE
STERLING PATTERNS
in

Towle — Gorham — Lunt
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace
Easy Terms

50 Lisbon Street

Dial 4-5241

Turn The Trick:
Give the Mule
a Kick!

COOPER'S
Sabaitus Street
We Serve The Best

Muello Recovery Assures Series Tie;
Foul Weather Hampers Garnet Attack
Bates' hard-charging Bobcats
squeezed out a 6-0 victory over
Bowdoin last Saturday on mudsoaked Whittier Field to assure
them of at least a tie for the
State Championship. Only Colby
this Saturday stands in the way

territory and Kane was forced
to kick.
After another exchange of
punts the Cats had their first
good scoring opportunity when
quarterback "Brud" Stover fumbled the slippery pigskin on his

Makowsky,
who was being
watched closely, was used effectively as a decoy. Stover was
Bowdoin's big gun as he constantly got them out of trouble
with booming punts and great
defensive play.

Garnet Line Outstanding
Again the line was suburb as
they allowed a total of only five
yards all afternoon. Ellis and
Wylie were especially brilliant
as they played the entire game
almost without rest. Liljestrand,
Geanakos, Hohenthol, and Hubbard also starred.
Much praise is also due George
Dresser and Bill Hayes, who
broke through time and time
again to stop Bowdoin's attack.
It was Hayes who forced McWilliams to make the game-winning
fumble.
For Bowdoin, Stover performed well all afternoon as did
Hawkes and Judson.
The summary:
Bates (6)
(0) Bowdoin
Wylie, le
le, Carnathan
Ellis, It
It, Gibbons
Geanakos, lg
lg, Kingsbury
Dresser, c
c, Michelson
Hayes, rg
rg, Belforti
Bobcat halfback John Makowsky (10) upends Bowdoin's Ken Judson (18) in first half of Liljestrand, rt
rt, Dionne
Hohenthal, re
re, Merritt
last Saturday's action. Freshman end Norm Hohenthal (89) moves in on the play.
Vail, qb
qb, Stover
Block, lhb
lhb, Sheehan
Bowdoin made its only real Makowsky, rhb
of the second consecutive title for own 27 and Kane pounced on it
rhb, Waters
fb, Durham
to give Bates a first down deep in threat of the game shortly after Kane, fb
the Cats.
the second half started as a LarBates
0 0 0 6—6
Bowdoin territory.
The game was decided early
Bowdoin 0 0 0 0—0
ry Hubbard punt was downed on
Action
Seesaws
in the fourth quarter when fullSubstitutions: Bates — Murllo,
Kane picked up five yards and the Bowdoin 46. Fullback Ken Heidel, Charkoudian, Gurney,
back "Moose" Muello recovered
Judson picked up two quick first Davis, Welch, Flynn, Post, Hubthen
made
it
first
down
on
the
a Polar Bear fumble in the end17 with a shot over right tackle. downs but the Cats stopped the bard, Kirsch, Hayes, DeSantis,
zone for the game's only score.
Jodaitis, Kerrigan, GalHowever, the attack bogged threat on the 35 and ran the ball Parker,
lons.
Bobcats Dominate Play
down when Makowsky was out of trouble.
Bowdoin — Judson, Roop, McThe contest, played in front of thrown for a twelve yard loss by Touchdown Fumble
Williams, Carven,
L e v i n e,
Rawkes, Sargent, Hurll, Adams,
6,000 rain-soaked fans, was a see- Stover and a block pass fell
The Garnet carried to the Bear Briggs, Condon, Entin.
saw battle most of the way with I short.
30 where the march was halted
TD — Muello.
Bates having the upper hand but
Referee: Coady. Umpire: MeagThe Polar Bears were forced when Vail fumbled and Dick
being unable to hit pay dirt.
to punt out of bounds on their Michelson recovered. Again the her. Head linesman: Hill. Field
judge: Brennan. Time: 4-15s.
Bowdoin took the opening own forty and the Cats started Polar Bears were unable to move
Bowdoin Bates
kickoff but were forced to punt another drive. Again their thrust and Stover punted.
First downs
5
11
5
205
after three line bucks gained was halted when Muello's fumAs the fourth quarter opened Net yards rushing
attempted
14
8
them nothing. Bates took over on ble was recovered by Bowdoin's the Cats moved to the Bear 46 Passes
Completed
3
2
Al
Merritt
on
the
Bear
20.
their own forty and quickly
yard line where Muello was Yds. gained passing 38
4
Intercepted by
1
0
picked up two first downs with
Bates had another threat mid- forced to kick.
Fumbles
4
4
Wayne Kane doing most of the way through the second quarter
The long booming punt rolled Own fumbles
toting. The attack stalled in Bear when freshman end Norm Ho- into the endzone and Bowdoin,
recovered
1
1
11
henthal blocked a Stover punt on | electing to run it out, got only Punts
8
Punting
average
33.8
25
the Bowdoin 41. The threat died to the one yard line. Waters was
Penalties
1—5 4—40
on the 30 when a Vail pass to stopped for no gain and then Bill
IVY LEAGUE
Makowsky lost three yards.
McWilliams was hit by guard
INTRAMURAL NOTES
SPORT & DRESS SHIRTS
Bill Hayes, forcing the fumble
Scoreless First Half
Powerful Smith North has
alto
The half ended without much that gave the Garnet the only
emerged as almost a cinch to
score
of
the
day.
Noel
Parker's
further offensive action. Bates
NEW FALL SLACKS
win the intramural football
superiority in the first half was rush for the extra point was
championship for this fall.
10% Student Discount
proven in the fact that Bowdoin stopped short of pay dirt.
Two Close Victories
could pick up only two first Bowdoin Bogged Down
Possessing a fine running atdowns and never once had the
For the rest of the game Bow- tack and a wealth of talent, the
ball in Garnet territory.
doin was locked deep in their North gridders eeked out 6-0
Kane was the big gun for own territory as their heralded
wins over both J.B. and Roger
136 Lisbon Si.
Tel. 4-4141
Bates in the half as he averaged passing attack was crushed by
Bill, North's most dangerous
a good five yards on each carry. Bates' strong defense.
competitors.

Tony Foumier's
MEN'S SHOP

LEWISTON SHOE CLINIC

We Specialize in

QUICK DEPENDABLE SERVICE
We're Ready To Serve Bates Students
25 Sabaxtut Street
Lewiston

Foreign Car Service ... at
ADVANCE AUTO SALES, Inc.

Telephone 4-5558

The Bobcats played most of
the second half without Co-Captain Kane who suffered a rib injury in the second quarter. Makowsky had another fine day as
did Mai Block who made several
key runs. Both Vail and Bill
Heidel played well at quarterback with Heidel looking especially good in the second half.

M. W. Wardwell

LAKE GROVE STABLES
Turner Road

East Auburn
SADDLE HORSES TO LET
Western
English

DeSOTO
—
PLYMOUTH
24 Franklin St.
Auburn, Me.
Dial 4-5775 - 2-2686

MG - Austin-Healey - Morris Minor
and Austin

North, although winning by
only one touchdown against JB,
completely dominated the game.
Hank Keigwin's dash around end
aided by a key block from Knobby Walsh accounted for the score.
Against Roger Bill, North had
a little more trouble as the administrators' passing attack kept
them on their toes. Several defensive stands by a lighter Roger
Bill team and Hank Keigwin's
touchdown run highlighted the ••
contest.
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Stage Crew Designs Set Singers Gather Government Movie Notes
Second OC Hoover Commission Work
For November Production For
Fall Song Fest

There is much activity backstage in the Little Theatre these
days. Before "Witness for the
Prosecution" can be presented,
the theatre must be turned into
a courtroom.
Kenneth Parker and Norman
Jason are in charge of preparing
the two sets necessary for this
play. A room and a courthouse
are the scenes of the action, and
the main problem at this point
is to make the set so that a shift
between the two can be made in
a short space of time.

mittee can be seen going into
the Hathorn closets at 4 p. m. any
Thursday.
Sally Sessions is in charge of
prompting, and Janice Sylvester
and her make-up artists practice
regularly. Mary Olive Spiller
and her committee are busy collecting properties.
Buy Tickets
Just one reminder for the students! Don't forget to buy tickets for "Witness for the Prosecution."

Letter To The Editor

Solve Problem
The solution is to have the To the Editor:
courtroom set movable, and roll
In a recent issue of the Bates
it off and bring on the side walls
STUDENT there appeared an edto form a room. The back wall
itorial dealing with the lack of
remains stationary and serves
spirit on campus. It is hardly
for both.
necessary to worry about the
These sets must be built, lack of spirit in a situation
painted, and decorated. This where a more basic and necescommittee meets afternoons in1 sary factor is still missing —
the Little Theatre and would | namely an Honor Code.
like to invite anyone who is inAn Honor Code is not a miracterested to see Jason or Parker. ulous formula which leads to a
Other Committees Also Prepare saintly life. But it is the first
Other committees are also busy important step of a mature stuin play preparations. Daphne dent body in taking the responScourtis and her costume com- sibility which is rightfully theirs.
Should Earn Education
College should not be the place
where an education is "given" in
a package form, but where an
education is offered and the student earns and takes it. It is the
moral responsibility to himself
which should drive every student
to earn his education.
The formulation and adoption
of an Honor Code is likewise the
responsibility of every student.
The student governments should
take the lead in aiding to formulate student opinion and in

f&&

*You mean
a gift to
my college
can result in a
larger income
for my family?"

PECK'S
LEW I ST ON

Many a businessman is dis-

the way to be

covering these days—to his

sure your

pleasant surprise—that a gift
to his Alma Mater can bring
definite future tax advantages

COLLEGE
CLOTHES

to his wife and family.
Our experienced Trust
Department will be glad to
work with you and your attorney on the financial and trust
aspects of the educational gift
you have in mind... regardless of its size.
We'll be glad to send you a copy of
"Facts Everyone Should Know About
Charitable Giving," which you may
find valuable at this time. Simply
drop us a card today.

and all your other
college needs are
RIGHT!
for you
for Bates
for the season
for your budget
is to make
Peck's your

Nearly 75 students gathered
Friday evening in front of the
fireplace in Chase Hall for the
second of the Bates Outing Club
song fests.
A rainy night, high spirits
from the preceding football rally, and a warm atmosphere combined to make the evening perfect for all.
Try New Technique
Something out of the ordinary
was tried at this songfest; instead of the customary individual
song leader, several people suggested and started songs. In this
way a higher degree of informality
and spontaneity
were
achieved, for everyone participated freely and had the opportunity to suggest their favorite
songs..
Dr. Theodore P. Wright, Jr.,
one of the OC advisors, and Prof,
and Mrs. August Buschmann
were the chaperones for the evening.

Placement Director Announces
Variety Of Career Opportunities
Seniors are reminded by Dr.
L. Ross Cummins of the Guidance and Placement Office to return the questionnaires which
they received last week to his
office in Chase Hall as soon as
possible.
The Woodward and Lothrop
store in Washington, D. C, inworking out an Honor Code
which would be acceptable to
the majority of the student body.
Cannot Evade Demands
This is not an easy task, but
good leadership makes great demands and the individual in
such a position cannot evade
them.
It must be emphasized that an
Honor Code to be of any real
significance should come from
the student body and be controlled by the student body
through student government.
Avoid Complacency
Furthermore, an Honor Code
would be a moral boon to the
faculty who would then feel
more like professors in a community of scholars than eighth
grade monitors.
Don't sink into the complacency already so characteristic of
our age. Provincialism can lead
to stagnancy and the road a given college takes for better or for
worse will depend to the greatest extent on its student body.
No one can defeat us in our
purpose but ourselves.
Mrs. Olga Garick, '59

Clark's Drug Store
DRUGS

CHEMICALS

BIOLOGICALS
Main St. at Bates St.
Tel. 3-0031

DEPOSITORS
Trust Company
18 Offices Saving the Heart of Maine
Main Office: Augusta, Maine

thrifty
shopping habit
Shop Peck's frequently
for outstanding values!

A movie concerning the Hoover Commission Report on the
organization of the executive
branch of government was presented last week in Citizenship
Laboratory.
A previous commission had
been formed in 1947 to investigate the various agencies carrying on governmental business.
The commission found that over
2,000,000 people were employed
in the Civil Service, making this
group too large and expensive
to be run efficiently. They found
great amounts of wasted energy
in the work of many of the agencies due to impractical methods
of work.
Saves $27,000,000
As a result of their recommendations to cut down on manpower and unimportant expenditures, $27,000,000 was saved and
work became a bit more efficient.
However, many of the problems |
of these agencies were left unsolved.

vites seniors and graduate students living in the greater Washington area to participate in a
career conference day December
27.
Conduct Career Conference
The day will be spent in the
store meeting supervisors, visiting branch offices and ware(Continued from page six)
houses, and in getting a look at players of both teams and the
the behind-the-scenes view of re- game became more and more
tailing.
rough. With about three minutes
Those desiring additional in- to go after a determined Bates
formation should write directly attack, Vielting scored in the
to Mrs. Jean H. Sisco, Personnel lower right corner giving Bates
Director, Woodward and Loth- the victory.
Work As A Team
rop, Washington 13, D. C.
As a team the Bobcats did very
Offer Special Courses
well.
Coach Dowling's gamble
Information is available at
the Guidance Office concerning paid off and the forward line
scholarships for those interested came up with four goals.
Looking at the players inin
becoming teachers of the blind
dividually, Baxter, our goal
or the deaf-blind.
Under the program the trainee keeper, played an excellent game
would be taking courses at Bos-! st°PPine a lot of hard shots and
ton University and Perkins diving for loose balls with the
least concern for his own safety.
School for the Blind.
He inspired confidence under the
Interviews Pre-Theo Students
Bates' posts.
Dean Robert S. Moore, repreMines, our right fullback, was
senting the Federation of Theolhis usual good self, never comogical Schools at the University
mitting himself and relieving the
of Chicago, will be on campus
defense with his long kicks.
Tuesday morning.
Yerg, our left halfback, played
He would like to talk with any
a rough, competent game. Corn
students
desiring information
and Adams, who contributed to
about training and career opporthe team's success, played a
tunities in religious service. Anystrong, fast game exhibiting a
one wishing to talk with Dean
lot of stamina.
Moore should sign up with the
Leocarde Shines
Guidance Office as soon as posLeocarde was the backbone of
sible.
the defense. He kept his position,
played his man, and his heading
See Our
was perfect. Velting, the greatBEAUTIFUL SILVER
est hustler on the team, was doAND CHINA SELECTIONS ing well almost everywhere he
played and he scored a good goal.
Garcelon was great in his inside position. He fought well,
headed well and did the most accurate passing. Skiotis, who possesses the line's best shots, put
" JEWELER
it to use, scoring twice. He
played his position and was valuable because Bowdoin had three
83 Lisbon Street
Lewiston
men on him, thus loosening up
the other forwards.
Leonard, the lion of the team,
was all over the field. He had
stamina, guts and is now acquiring a good dribble. Teibert, who
LEWISTON
scored in the clutch, has great
potential.

BOSTON TEA STORE
Food Gifts and Snacks
249 MAIN STREET

In July 1953, a second commission was organized to continue the work of investigation.
However, this new commission
had the added power of being
able to determine if any given
agency was unnecessary. If it
were found to be useless the
commission could have it
dropped or combined with another group doing similar work.
Recommends Boldness
After two years of investigation the commission turned in its
report. It found the department
of defense ineffective in many of
its branches.
It was recommended that the
intelligence branch "employ
greater boldness at the policy
level," that greater co-ordination
in the purchasing departments of
the various military services be
developed, and that the secretary
of defense establish a director of
transportation for all finance.
Suggests Funds For Research
They also recommended that
government funds be used, in
moderation, to help research in
all fields.
The commission asked for private enterprise to take over such
water supply projects as the
TVA, with the federal government stepping in only when such
projects become too big for private finances.

Bates Booters

